
 Welcome to the world of M-GRAFE

 At M-GRAFE we are committed to the development 
of graphene materials and applications.



MIRACULUM GRAPHENE PRIVATE LIMITED 

BOARD OF DIRECTOR

MIRACULUM GRAPHENE PRIVATE LIMITED idenfied by the M-GRAFE brand is indulged in the manufacture of high-performing graphene and 
graphene based materials. It is privately owned, and has commercial and supply company in India. M-Grafe is an emerging high tech material 
company aiming to become a global leader in bulk graphene.

M-Grafe graphene is easy to use and enhances the properes of customer’s products and materials across industries and applicaons worldwide. 
The products are natural, chemical-free and sustainably produced. Our producon process is designed to meet large supply chain requirements 
for volume, cost and quality control.

OurOur company’s highly qualified Research and Product Development team is supported by a fully equipped material characterizaon and test labo-
ratory. Our team has specific experse in development and formulaon of Graphene materials. It is now producing high quality un-oxidized or-
dered prisne Graphene flakes with different sizes (depending upon customer’s requirement). The proven technology is patented.

At M-GRAFE we are passionately working on making this material easily available to the world at compe ve rates without compromising its 
wonder properes.



OUR VISION
M-GM-Grafe vision is to drive the future forward with 
this extraordinary nanomaterial named Graphene, 
through a fast, highly cost-effecve and environ-
mentally friendly proprietary method. To be able to 
do it, M-Grafe is generang completely customized 
and integrated Graphene soluons that can be used 
to opmize targeted goals and manufacturing pro-
cesses.

PROFESSIONALISM :
M-Grafeis the leading manufacturer and supplier of ultra-high performing Graphene materials.

CREATIVITY:
We developed our own proprietary method (Patented) for making different Graphene derivaves in large 
quan es with the same consistency in the product.

AUTHENTICITY AND TRUST:
Our company enhances the properes of customers' products and materials around the applicaons 
worldwide with honesty and they are easy to use .

INNOVATION:
We seek out innovave soluons for our customers. We are open to close collaboraon with our custom-
ers whenever they need ideas.

EXCELLENCE:
We have established 150 tonne/year Graphene producon capacity in India. And provide customized 
technology development soluon for any engineered product.

OUR VALUES

OUR MISSION
M-Grafe mission is to be one of the world’s leading 
high quality producers and providers of Graphene and 
its related products and maintaining our uncompro-
mising principles while we grow and to become the 
Standard of the Graphene industry.



GRAPHENE OXIDE
Graphene oxide refers to single-atom layers of carbon (otherwise known as graphene) with funconal groups containing 

oxygen aached to both the sides and area of the flake. It is obtained by treang graphite with oxidizers, and results in a com-
pound of carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen in variable raos.



REDUCED GRAPHENE OXIDE 
Reduced graphene oxide can be tuned by varying the degree of reducon, either by using thermal reducon or various forms 
of chemical reducon. Thermal reducon typically produces a higher degree of reducon than chemical processes, giving 

higher electrical conducvity.



GRAPHENE NANO PLATLETS
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 APPLICATIONS 

CONDUCTIVE INK & PAINTS  COMPOSITES

CONCRETEWATER PURIFICATION

ENERGY STORAGE TEXTILE FIBERS



CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS & MANUFACTURING PLANT

INDIA
BRANCH OFFICE

501, Aaryan Workspace, St. Xaviers College Corner, 
Navrangpura Ahmedabad. 

+91 9316416990 | +91 7990314127

mgrafe@outlook.com | info@mgrafe.com jose.luis.eu@mgrafe.com | angel.megias.eu@mgrafe.com 
miguel.angel.eu@mgrafe.com | mirian.eu@mgrafe.com
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